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Danny Dragonbreath and his best friend, Wendell, have a carefully constructed trick-or-treating

system designed to maximize their Halloween candy haul. But this year, despite Danny's awesome

vampire costume, their plan is flopping. First, Danny's dad makes them trick-or-treat with Christiana

Vanderpool, an annoying know-it-all (and girl) who doesn't even believe that dragons exist. And

then the school bully dares them to go into a spooky old haunted house. Naturally, the house is

inhabited by a creepy clown and a candy-crazed ghost of yore. It's going to take more than

fire-breathing to get them out of this mess - they might even have to (horror of horrors!) perform a

sacrificial candy offering.Perfect for fans of Wimpy Kid, Bad Kitty, and Big Nate, Ursula Vernon's

hauntingly hilarious fifth book in the Dragonbreath series will make you check your closets and lock

up your candy.
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Our 8 yr old son LOVED the Dragon Breath series because they make him "Laugh his head off!".

He has read every book in the series, a few of them in a day. When asked why he likes these books

he said "Because they have good characters, are funny, adventurous, and the story lines are crazy -

crazy AWESOME!". All of theses things make this book and the others in the series incredibly

interesting to a kiddo who enjoys funny adventures.As a parent I appreciate that they are funny

without being totally stupid and that they are easy to read without being "dumbed down". I would say

the reading level is higher than Big Nate but not as high as say Harry Potter. These are great

transition books for readers who need a bit more of a challenge. However they are also great for

more advanced readers who just want to read a great story about an amazing adventure.Overall a

great series and I would highly recommend for the 8-9 yr old set.

son likes

My nephew got this for Christmas he loves the series so much he reads the books over and over

I'm so greatful authors are making books that interests kids and encourages them to read!

I chose this rating because the books in the series are great. I would recommend this book to all of

the series readers

Getting boys to read can be difficult but this series has captured my kids - boys and girls alike - and

Dragonbreath #5 lives up to the series reputation of being a good read. It also has a big attraction

for reluctant readers. My students fight over who gets the next book in the series first but my own

sons won't let anyone read them until they have finished them. I love watching kids get excited over

books and this series has helped spark an interest in my kids.

Great book, my 10 year old loves this series and says they are hilarious

Great for emerging readers.

LOVE LOVE LOVE THESE! I can't say enough about these books. I love them and my son has

read and re-read them multiple times and laughs hard at the book. Absolutely would recommend.
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